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ABSTRACT 
As a popular culture subject, Taylor Swift is an example of a widely circulated image that 
adheres to the guidelines for “appropriate” girlhood, innocence, and feminine performance. The  
proliferation of Swift’s identity as a virginal, delicate girl makes Swift the successful pop music 
figure that can “save” the troubled young girl of today. This thesis grapples with Swift’s image 
as an artist and addresses the ways that she often stands in as the example for imagined 
“appropriate” femininity. Swift’s image relies on ideas about innocence and normativity that are 
directly linked to markers of whiteness without ever having to explicitly name it. Swift’s specific 
performance of normativity and the success she has achieved because of it is one example of 
how we can begin to complicate understandings of agency and where it can be located. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Since the debut of her first album in 2006, Taylor Swift has released four studio albums, 
appeared on countless talk and radio shows, been nominated for over 150 awards, won more than 
75, including 7 Grammys, with one of them making her the youngest artist ever to receive 
Album of the Year, and been one of two people to ever be awarded the Pinnacle Award by the 
Country Music Association (“Taylor Swift Awards”; “CMA Awards 2013: Taylor Swift Takes 
Home Pinnacle Award”). With over 17.9 million 
career albums sold and over 24.3 million digital 
album sales as of 2013, Swift is the top-selling 
digital artist in music history and the only female 
artist in history to have two albums sell more than 
one million units in a single week, successes that 
earned her the title of Billboard’s youngest “Woman 
of the Year” in 2011 (Lipshutz; Billboard). Despite 
all of her professional success, Taylor Swift’s 
personal life dominates the magazine covers, and 
her triumphs over other more “seasoned” female 
artists has solidified her spot as a groundbreaking 
artist in music history.  
On February 6, 2010, Riese, an internet writer, wrote about the 2010 Grammys declaring 
that Taylor Swift was “a feminist’s nightmare” (Riese). Riese’s reasoning stemmed from her 
opinion of Swift’s award wins at the 52nd annual event over other artists, like Beyoncé and Lady 
Gaga, whom Riese considers to be more groundbreaking: 
Figure 1. Kitty119. Taylor Swift- Billboard 
Magazine [United States] (December 2011). 
2011. United States. Who's Dated Who? Web. 
14 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.whosdatedwho.com/tpx_8536483/
billboard-magazine-united-states-december-
2011/>. 
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I feel her win represents a sinister endorsement of mediocrity/Wonderbread, that 
it means Digestible beat Daring, and I prefer daring, that I'm irked by her 
consistent inability to recognize more deserving nominees in her acceptance 
speeches, and that her entitlement to a blatantly untrue 'fairy tale' narrative tastes 
disingenuous and cheap. (Riese) 
In the essay, Riese also criticizes Swift for her presumed innocence and the “immature 
content” of her songs, claiming that her success in the U.S. is because of a “palatable 
conservative ideology in the form of a complacent, repressed feminine ideal” (Riese). For Riese, 
Swift represents a figure of girlhood that is unevolved, repressive, and damaging to progressive 
ideas of gender equality. Further, Riese’s critique also relies heavily on Swift’s whiteness, a 
characteristic that Beyoncé could never achieve and Lady Gaga doesn’t represent fully. While 
Lady Gaga is also a white music artist, she doesn’t mirror traditional representations of innocent 
girlhood like Swift. Lady Gaga is overtly sexual, politically vocal, and plays with gender roles in 
her performances. Swift’s traditional girlhood, or sweet, approachable assumed naivete, makes 
her all the more acceptable to mainstream understandings of appropriate girlhood, which also 
leaves her vulnerable to having that normativity mocked by those deemed “progressive.”  
For my analysis of Swift, I use the terms normative and traditional to discuss how Swift’s 
performance of femininity is crafted to represent a certain “standard” for ideal femininity. When 
I reference Swift as upholding traditional femininity, I am referring to the idea that a 
performance or representation of femininity correlates to understandings of purity, being 
physically nonthreatening, passivity, and an overall “less than” quality in relation to masculinity. 
When I use the term normative, I am situating Swift within the context of these traditional 
understandings of femininity and the sense of normalcy, or the “that’s just how it is” ideas that 
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circulate when femininity is placed in a social context. Swift’s femininity is often referenced in 
dialogues about what we should expect femininity to look like in people viewed as role models, 
so analyzing her through the context of performing traditional femininity that creates ideas about 
what is and/or should be normal frames my discussion of Swift within the context of these 
understandings of femininity.  
Swift’s image as the normative model of girlhood was most recently mocked at the 2013 
Golden Globe Awards. At the awards, hosts Tina Fey and Amy Poehler joked about Taylor 
Swift’s rumored numerous dating ventures, saying that she should stay off the dating scene for a 
while because “she needs some ‘me time’ to learn about herself” (Hall). This comment upset 
Swift, prompting her to retaliate in the April 2013 issue of Vanity Fair, which featured her on the 
cover. In the article, Swift was quoted responding to the question about the 2013 Golden Globes 
joke and about “mean girls in general” by repeating a quote that Katie Couric told her, which 
was originally stated by Madeleine Albright: “‘There’s a special place in hell for women who 
don’t help other women’” (McGlynn 118). By using that quote, and specifically name-dropping 
Katie Couric, Swift put Tina Fey and Amy Poehler’s “light-hearted” comments within discourses 
that circulate about how women should support other women. Also, despite being in her 
twenties, Swift was positioned as the young girl who needed the guidance of the older 
empowered women on how she should be engaging in her personal affairs, an act that served as a 
public shaming of Swift. Tina Fey and Amy Poehler were making light of Swift’s reputation as 
the songwriter who dates men for a few months then writes hit records about them, a reputation 
that is not associated with empowerment in comparison to public figures like Fey and Poehler.  
Fey and Poehler’s mocking Swift is an example of how discourses about success, or the 
successes of women, are embedded within larger discourses about what a woman has to achieve 
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to become “worthy” of praise; these discourses circulate as a part of the knowledges shaping the 
way femininity is thought of and discussed. Fey and Poehler are viewed as successful female 
comedians, a difficult task in such a male-dominated profession. While Swift has also achieved 
great success in a male-dominated industry, the way she has achieved that success isn’t seen to 
be as credible as other artists. Swift’s fans applaud her for writing songs that they can relate to, 
and with Swift’s average fan being in their early teens, the twenty-four-year-old artist is often 
called immature ("Taylor Swift" Artist Report). Because of their success on television, Fey and 
Poehler are seen as role models for female empowerment, and Swift becomes the joke that they 
can use to position themselves as counter examples to.  
Continuing the same types of comments about young women being romantically flaky 
and unsure of their desires wasn’t a nuanced move by Poehler and Fey, but a simple repetition of 
the standard devaluing claims made towards young women. What goes unsaid, or is more covert, 
in these conversations about appropriate female empowerment are ideas about appropriate 
femininity, whiteness, and sexuality that probably won’t appear on the cover of the magazine 
next to “Swift feuding with female comedians.” While Fey and Poehler are also straight, 
wealthy, white women, the language of “boring appropriateness” that becomes attached to 
Swift’s normativity is strongly invested in her innocent girlhood that wouldn’t be possible 
without her whiteness. The way that Taylor Swift is spoken of isn’t that she is the white virginal 
savior of innocence, but that she is “self-made, grateful, unpretentious and hardworking” and 
“every girl’s best friend,” which leaves out the understanding of who “every girl” is supposed to 
mean and what this image tends to look like: white (Osmanski; Sheffield). I argue that Swift’s 
performance of traditional femininity is joked about because it is seen as non-threatening, and 
her believability as authentically normative hinges on her performance of these markers of 
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whiteness. Further, it is Swift’s success at being read as “appropriately” white that bolsters her 
normative good girl reputation.  
Swift’s back-and-forth with current notable female figures like Tina Fey and Amy 
Poehler also relates to dialogues about young female success, an issue that Anita Harris discusses 
in regards to the “can-do girl” and “girlpower” (Harris 16). Harris considers pop culture to be the 
most evident place that girlpower exists, naming figures whom she describes as “outspoken, not 
afraid to take power, believe in themselves, and run their own lives” (17). According to Harris, 
“the concept of girlpower has been highly significant in the image of young women as 
independent, successful, and self-inventing,” which also “constructs the current generation of 
young women as a unique category of girls who are self-assured, living lives lightly inflected but 
by no means driven by feminism” (17). Interestingly enough, Taylor Swift can check off all of 
those things, but very few would consider her an image of girlpower. The problem with Swift, 
then, is that her brand of empowerment does not push back against convention, but rather 
represents the normativity girlpower is supposed to revolt against. Taylor Swift’s normativity 
and youthful innocence make her a target to the ones who are “doing girlpower right,” as 
someone who can be at the same time the image of the kind of female success we want and do 
not want, as if Swift were good for girls but bad for women. If Taylor Swift is one of the most 
successful female music artists in history but we are not supposed to consider her 
groundbreaking, then what is girlpower really supposed to mean? 
I am not so much concerned with whether Swift’s identity as the complete girlhood 
package is limiting or the “correct” model for female music artists, but rather how she is spoken 
about and deployed in larger discourses that circulate in the media about the right way to be a 
successful female musician and the ways those discourses shape knowledges, specifically about 
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innocence and normativity. As I discuss further in chapter three, Taylor Swift’s performance of 
normativity relies on her being read as an authentically pure good girl. Her normativity is also 
invested in her performing a believable innocence, with all of the appropriate girlhood qualities 
relating directly to her whiteness. While Swift’s innocence and normativity are the qualities that 
her success has been built on, they are also reasons why her image as a model of female 
empowerment isn’t as widely spoken about. Firmly believing that popular culture has a direct 
impact on the ways people come to know things about themselves and the world, I ask what role 
does Taylor Swift play as an image of controlling and perpetuating ideas about appropriate 
femininity, one that is dependent on her whiteness? How does a pop star, like Swift, come to 
stand in for the ideal innocent girl subject? How does Taylor Swift’s performance of normativity 
construct images of appropriate and desired girlhood, especially when questioning ideas of 
female empowerment?  
Ultimately, I answer these questions by showing how Taylor Swift’s most spoken about 
career characteristics, namely her position in country music, her song lyrics and videos, and her 
dating life, work both to disrupt and solidify prevailing ideas about ideal girlhood. By using the 
term girlhood instead of womanhood or femininity broadly, I position Swift’s very specific 
representation in the media in a way that connects ideas about innocence and normativity to an 
ideal subject who is pure, untainted, and non-intimidating, all of which rely on her whiteness 
without ever naming it as such. These ideas perpetuate an image of an innocent, youthful 
girlhood that cannot exist outside of the construction of whiteness, while simultaneously 
depending on the markers of Swift’s whiteness to exist. What I observe is that because of Swift’s 
compliance with normative values, performances, and identity markers, she is viewed as an 
insufficient model for female empowerment. I conclude with questioning how subjects of female 
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empowerment are chosen as worthy of such a title, and complicate the assertion that Swift is not 
worthy of such a position because she is nonresistant to normative traditions and values. 
Literature Review 
This literature review critically analyzes the dominant conceptions and assumptions of 
pop culture and celebrity studies, girlhood, innocence, and whiteness, as they relate to the 
success of music artist Taylor Swift. First, I introduce the field of pop culture studies and the 
ways that scholarship on female pop stars has looked primarily at figures who show resistance, a 
stance that positions Taylor Swift’s performance of normativity as the pop anti-hero whose 
success undermines music’s purpose. As a successful female artist who performs normativity, 
Swift is framed as a model for female empowerment, and although she is not overtly resistant to 
traditional understandings of girlhood, she can be viewed as an artist who asserts a level of 
agency in an industry dominated by nontraditional female artists. Next, I address the ways that 
ideas about girlhood and innocence are attached to Swift in a way that eroticizes her innocence, 
working to both sexualize her image and position her as girlhood’s cover girl. Without Swift’s 
whiteness, neither her normativity nor her sexualized innocence would circulate in the discourses 
about her as powerfully as they do, situating the conversations about Swift within larger ideas of 
desirable girlhood that are only possible because of her whiteness. 
Popular Culture and Celebrity/ Female Pop Stars and Swift’s (Non) Resistance 
John Fiske defines culture as “the constant process of producing meanings of and from 
our social experience, and such meanings necessarily produce a social identity for the people 
involved” (1). Fiske states that popular culture is “made in relationship to structures of 
dominance,” taking the form of mainly “resistance or evasion,” both involving the “interplay of 
pleasure and meaning” (2). These meanings, then, “exist only in their circulation…the texts, 
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which are crucial in this process, need to be understood not for and by themselves but in their 
interrelationships with other texts and with social life, for that is how their circulation is ensured” 
(4). This understanding of culture sets up an idea of how the media’s reading of a celebrity, like 
Swift, does not stand alone in its analysis, but is part of a co-constructive web that not only 
creates and repeats ideas of what is “known” about Swift, but also becomes a large part of the 
continued circulation of these knowledges. So when Swift is labeled as a celebrity, her status as 
such does not exist outside of cultural norms and understandings, making her specific brand of 
white girlhood especially important to upkeep a level of normativity that the media and the non-
celebrity can easily identify. 
In discussing the ways celebrities are defined as such, Su Holmes and Sean Redmond 
write: 
The famous body is often the medium through which dominant ideological 
messages about gender, race, class, and sexuality are transmitted. The body of the 
star or celebrity is often implicated in the construction of hegemonic notions of 
masculinity and femininity; in stereotypical ideas about racial difference and 
Otherness; and in normative assertions about sexual desire and class relations. 
The famous body emits signs, it is a cultural text, a ‘symbol of society.’ (Douglas, 
2002, 373 cited on 124)  
It is this understanding in the cultural significance of celebrities that makes them such 
pervasive models for examples of how cultural norms and values are shaped. As constant 
recurring images in the media, celebrities become the face of American citizens’ expectations of 
selfhood and identity, which serve as examples used to police the behaviors and bodies of those 
who do not conform.  
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What’s Left Out? 
What is left out of the research on female pop stars is an analysis of specific artists who 
perform normativity. Much of the scholarship on female pop stars focuses on them as sites of 
resistance who transgress dominant gender norms (Shugart and Waggoner; Lindner; Valentine). 
Shugart and Waggoner see “the landscape of contemporary popular culture” as “littered with 
mediated spectacles in the form of outrageous performances of femininity” (65).  What is unique 
for me about Taylor Swift is the way that she does not resist convention in her performances or 
in the ways she presents herself publicly. Swift dresses fairly conservatively compared to other 
“pop stars” close to her age who are known for more revealing 
clothing choices, like Rihanna or Miley Cyrus, a move Swift describes 
as “dressing her age” attire (Perle). Rihanna and Cyrus both have song 
lyrics that discuss drug use, trips to strip clubs, and partying, and their 
public performances, tours, and media stories have often included 
these themes. Swift, on the other hand, sings about heartbreak and 
friendships, and her most recent Red tour was theatrical, showcasing 
her skills at various musical instruments, and was full of tweens and 
their parents. 
Despite all of her success, Swift is not positioned as 
groundbreaking in the way that artists like Rihanna and Cyrus are. 
Because Swift performs normativity, her numerous record breaking 
awards are often left out of conversations about female artists who 
are transforming the landscape of the music industry for women. However, it is precisely Swift’s 
normativity that makes her success stand out. In John Fiske’s analysis of Madonna, he asserts 
Figure 2. Optic Photos. 
Taylor Swift Loves Her 
Panda Sweater- Do You? 
2011. London. 
Starpulse.com. By Noelle 
Tolman. Web. 22 Nov. 
2013. 
<http://www.starpulse.com
/news/Noelle_Talmon/201
1/03/30/taylor_swift_loves
_her_panda_sweater_>. 
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that the “journalistic reports and critiques” of Madonna “pay far more attention to what she looks 
like, who she is, and what she stands for than to what she sounds like” (95). Fiske sees 
Madonna’s image as “not a model meaning for young girls in patriarchy, but a site of semiotic 
struggle between the forces of patriarchal control and feminine resistance” (97). In reading 
Madonna as an example of the ways that “dominant definitions of femininity and masculinity” 
can be challenged or threatened, Fiske makes her an example of the ways that deviating from 
social constructs of appropriate femininity can be a site of empowerment (Fiske 99). However, 
there is little to no discussion of how conforming to normative expectations of femininity can be 
an assertion of agency by a female music artist. Whether or not Swift’s performance of 
femininity is strategic is not the issue, but rather how her normativity renders her invisible or as a 
site of mockery in conversations of who can be framed as a model for female empowerment.. 
She represents a feminine ideal that cannot be attained by non-white, non-normative artists, and 
her innocent normativity plays a part of her being viewed as a sex symbol without specifically 
calling her one.  
The way that Swift and her team display a delicate, virginal image has been taken up in 
her media representation and further grounds her image as a sweet, successful young lady, as 
opposed to an out-of-control party girl. Swift gets positioned next to other female music artists as 
an example of someone who is able to be successful without the allegations of drug use and sex 
as if being called a virgin in popular media is better than being assumed a whore (Johnson). 
Swift’s normative presentation is also tied to her whiteness. Peggy McIntosh states, “whites are 
taught to think of their lives as morally neutral, normative, and average, and also ideal.” For 
Swift to perform her normativity “appropriately,” she also has to perform the culturally approved 
and accepted markers of her whiteness. This appropriate normativity and whiteness are 
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dependent on each other for a successful passing as the wholesome purveyor of the all-American 
girlhood ideal. Taylor Swift functions as just one example of the way a pop star comes to stand-
in for cultural meanings about ideal girlhood, revolving around desires for innocence, purity, 
and, ultimately, whiteness.  
Girlhood and Innocence 
The image of the innocent girl is commodified and circulated to mass audiences every 
year. This innocence narrative is so ubiquitous in popular discourses about white girlhood that 
claiming a figure as popular because of her supposed innocence is never unrelated to larger 
discourses about whiteness and girlhood. Theorists have complicated these discourses of 
innocence by pointing to their layered cultural meanings and differences in relation to “little 
girls,” adolescents, and young women across issues of race, class, and sexuality (Lesko 2001; 
Rose 1998; Walkerdine 1997). While I recognize and understand the importance of these 
distinctions, I choose to use the term “girlhood” as a way to point to the universalizing and 
normativizing meanings attached to the notion of a young female identity and the ways that 
girlhood tends to identify a very specific type of young girl. The image of the innocent, white 
girl becomes the standard to which all discourses about appropriate young femininity circulate 
and cultural meaning sticks to that singular image, comparing girls accordingly and positioning 
them against the standard understanding of girlhood. Though I am not differentiating between 
age groups when I use girlhood, Elizabeth Marshall, Valerie Walkerdine, and Angela McRobbie 
are foundational in my framing of girlhood and popular culture.  
Elizabeth Marshall describes innocence as “an ideological concept used in academic and 
nonacademic contexts to describe a stage of being,” one that is usually associated with “naïveté, 
ignorance, and vulnerability” (295). Marshall states that “ideas about innocence organize the 
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ways in which adults talk about youth and are used to justify the management of adolescents by 
state, institutional, and domestic entities” (295). Because of the language of innocence, notions 
of what is appropriate for youth to see, hear, experience, etc., society monitors and controls 
youth through claims of protection. This essentializing language about youth’s innocence feeds 
into discourses about the “deviant” child who succumbs to the temptations of pop culture instead 
of addressing how the myth of innocence overshadows the ‘realities’ and variations of youths’ 
experiences (Marshall 297).  
Especially important to the myth of the innocent youth is the understanding that 
innocence is afforded to those who are class-privileged, presumed heterosexual, and always 
white. Black sexuality has been historically constructed as innately oversexualized and deviant, 
which leaves out the possibility for innocent black girlhood to exist, making young black girls 
guilty until proven innocent (Collins 120). To proclaim an inherent innocence of youth, but deny 
that innocence to youth of color, serves as a veil to cover up the sexualization of the “innocent” 
white youth, an image that is more pervasive and 
public than is admitted to or addressed. Further, this 
“deviant” black girlhood comes to stand in for the 
model of how white girlhood is not supposed to 
look, creating an impossible standard for 
understanding the multiplicities of how girlhood is 
experienced and eroticizes girlhood to the point of 
fantasy. 
Valerie Walkerdine believes that the 
eroticization of little girls in popular culture is 
Figure 3. Odabash, Melissa, and GOOP. 
Gwyneth Paltrow Goop Melissa Odabash Baby 
Bikini 1. 2013. PerezHilton.com. Web. 14 Apr. 
2014. <http://perezhilton.com/cocoperez/2013-
04-23-gwyneth-paltrow-controversial-baby-
bikini-melissa-odabash-
goop?photo=1#gallery>. 
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accompanied by the denial and ignorance of this eroticization (254). She references the use of the 
“highly eroticized alluring little girl” in magazines and television commercials, but says they are 
not considered inappropriate because they are made part of our daily media consumption 
practices, constructing a “highly contradictory gaze at little girls” (257). This overt use of sexy 
innocence is marketed as what good girlhood looks like, a very public eroticization that couldn’t 
possibly be misguided or deviant because it appears in the checkout lane at the grocery store next 
to cooking magazines rather than on the hidden computer hard drives of predators. These media 
representations then become sources and examples of how the production and compliance with 
perpetuating an eroticized gaze of innocence and white femininity become attached to girlhood.  
This presumed innocence of youth is also tied closely to issues of race and class. 
Marshall cites Henry Giroux’s statement that “the rhetoric of innocence and its guarantee of 
support and protection typically have not been applied to kids who are poor, black, and brown 
(9)” (297). With no innocence being afforded to poor youth and youth of color in popular 
discourse, programs and laws that directly affect youth protect the “angelic White heterosexual 
youth” and considers all others a lost cause (Marshall 298). This angelic, innocent youth, one 
who is white, female, and class privileged, all characteristics that need to be protected, is a 
sexualized and eroticized image in popular media that is more pervasive and public than what 
gets addressed in conversations around who the everyday girl “is.”  
In her analysis of Jackie magazine, Angela McRobbie sees Jackie as “construct[ing] 
teenage femininity” through “shap[ing] the consent of the readers to a particular set of values” 
(82). By promoting a “feminine culture,” Jackie, as a mass-circulating, pop culture magazine, 
groups the idea of girlhood in a way that “obscures differences” by not only assuming a universal 
girlhood, but serving as “a mouthpiece for ruling-class ideology” (83-5). By showing how Jackie 
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collapses girlhood into meaning a marked set of experiences, desires, and possibilities, 
McRobbie reveals how popular culture comes to stand-in and signify what girlhood is 
“supposed” to be, mean, look and feel. The use of magazines to send messages about 
“appropriate” girlhood shows how meaning is disseminated through the use of popular culture as 
a tool to manage images and ideas of desired femininity and girlhood through the marketing of 
products and praise of those who have “accomplished” the right kind of girlhood.  
Taylor Swift’s innocence is not only commodified 
in a way that makes it feel tangible through the purchase 
of her Swift-branded perfumes and music and 
endorsement products, it is also extremely eroticized. The 
use of products to “sell the Taylor Swift experience” 
functions as a form of desire for Swift. By focusing on 
goods associated with Swift, like perfume that is supposed 
to smell like her or shoes that can give you Swift’s “look,” 
consumers and fans can feel like they’re getting special 
insight into Swift’s likes and dislikes, her inner thoughts, 
and even her dating life. Articles about Swift that connect 
her with multiple men and frame her as having an “eager” dating style focus on the men breaking 
her heart and not really about sexual acts, because her image as the sexualized virgin would be 
ruined if her engaging in sexual acts was ever confirmed. Taylor Swift presents as the young, 
sexualized object at the same time she is cast as the ultimate icon for young girls, not only 
because she is white and wealthy, but because her image and success is so linked to her 
presumed innocence that even in her twenties, she is the ultimate role model for appropriate 
Figure 4. Wolf, Anna. 2012. Parade 
Magazine. People.com. By Andrea Billups. 
Web. 
<http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,
20650802,00.html>. 
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girlhood. This one-dimensional portrayal of acceptable girlhood erases conversations that present 
a complicated understanding of the possibilities of girlhood and how the innocent girl is never 
“allowed” to represent anything other than a Taylor Swift. 
Method(ology) 
Operating from an interdisciplinary cultural studies framework, I employ feminist 
discursive analysis to examine how the media represents Swift. Central to my research is a 
Foucauldian understanding of discourse, both for my theoretical arguments and methodology. 
Gillian Rose states that discourse “refers to groups of statements that structure the way a thing is 
thought, and the way we act on the basis of that thinking,” while at the same time “produc[ing] 
subjects” (190). According to Foucault, power and knowledge are imbricated in one another, 
with certain discourses dominating because of their location in socially powerful institutions 
(Foucault 27; Rose 193).  I consider the media as one of the powerful institutions that circulate 
truth claims and have a powerful role in circulating knowledges. As a product of popular culture, 
Taylor Swift is always already embedded within larger discourses that circulate about femininity, 
whiteness, and innocence, and she is situated within those discourses in very specific ways.  
A useful example of one way discourse theory can be used in feminist research is Sara 
Mills’ example of the rise of “conduct books” written in the nineteenth century (79). She says 
that this increase “assures us that there was a fundamental and pressing problem with women’s 
behavior which these texts were attempting to overcome” and are “indicators of women’s 
resistance to those discourses” (79; 81). Like these “conduct books,” Swift is a commodified 
product that serves as a response to women’s supposed resistance to white, feminine ideals. 
Swift’s current position in popular culture is situated with artists like Katy Perry, Miley Cyrus, 
Rihanna, and Beyoncé, all artists who use sexualized metaphors, dance moves, and clothing in 
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their performances and personal presentations. Swift’s award successes over these artists can be 
seen as audiences’ response to a market oversaturated with oversexualized portrayals of 
femininity, with Swift’s normative femininity setting her apart. Similar to Mills’ discussion on 
the discourse of femininity, “women who seem to be displaying their femininity can be viewed 
as agents rather than simply as the passive victims of oppressive ideologies” (82). Swift does not 
need to be directly involved in her media representation for her appropriate girlhood to become 
part of the discourses about her, which is arguably the point. The expected characteristics of the 
desired girlhood figure are woven within language that is explicitly about being the right 
innocent, normative, and always white subject without ever having to say it.  
For my research, I analyze the media discourses about Swift in a variety of published 
sources from a few notable moments in Swift’s career so far. What I show is how the media 
discourses about Taylor Swift describe her in ways that refer to her whiteness without ever 
explicitly calling upon her whiteness, using commonly discussed topics in her career and 
personal life that have been foundational in her position as the ideal girlhood figure. Swift’s 
image as an innocent, pure pop/country star and the success she has achieved are examples of the 
way a public figure serves as an example of the American girlhood ideal that resituates and 
recenters ideas of appropriate girlhood. This is by no means an end-all to the conversation about 
Taylor Swift and how her performance of normativity functions in popular culture, but instead 
just one application of the way an artist whose goal is not explicitly to resist cultural norms is 
used by the media as a shining example of appropriate white feminine displays of girlhood done 
correctly. Swift’s commercial success also suggests that her performance of normativity is 
valuable to her audience, and can thus serve as a powerful site for re-examining the ways young 
girls are selecting role models who are framed as empowering. In a culture that romanticizes the 
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push-back, Swift’s normativity is so different from other current popular female musicians that 
her performance of innocent girlhood functions as an example of how normativity can function 
as a form of agency.   
Taylor Swift’s music career is largely credited to her authentic lyrics and representations 
of her lived experiences. To plug conversations around authenticity into an experience, 
especially in the case of song lyrics, positions the author of the experience in the context of their 
own reality, a reality which is always already a part of larger discourses going on and shaped 
through the tropes provided for her by discursive structures. She has no conception of her 
experience outside of the structure she exists within, with her lyrics and claims to authentic 
experiences not being attainable by those who do not also exist within her privilege. I do not 
wish to deconstruct Swift’s articulation of her experience, but situate the discourses about her 
within a larger dialogue about the ways that the social world aids in constructing what we view 
as correct and incorrect, possible and impossible, and how those ideas are circulated through 
popular culture as a way to articulate very specific images of ideal and desirable girlhood. Swift 
has gained unprecedented success as a female artist and, at the age of twenty-four, she has won 
many of the awards that music’s greats worked their whole careers to achieve. If artists who 
resist norms through their performances and lyrics serve as sites of critical inquiry, then Swift’s 
massive success as the young female artist who breaks sales records by “playing by the rules” 
deserves further inspection.  
I begin my analysis by providing some background on Taylor Swift to understand how 
she started out in the music industry. I then situate Swift within conversations about innocence 
and how her innocence is framed. I do this in chapter two by describing three contexts in which 
Swift’s career has been placed: her position in country music, her song lyrics and videos, and her 
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dating life. These three areas are key to understanding Swift’s public appearance and how her 
image is portrayed to audiences by both the media and her team. Swift’s crossover as a 
country/pop artist has introduced a new fan base to country music and gained country music a 
spot on top 40 charts, and her lyrics and coverage of her personal life by the media creates a 
connection to her fans that maintain their loyalty to her continued success.  I finish the second 
chapter by describing and analyzing the moment in Swift’s career that is largely seen as her 
“crossover” moment from country music to pop music, her first MTV Video Music award and 
the moment Kanye West interrupted her acceptance speech. This moment played a key point in 
Swift’s mass media circulation and in solidifying her identity as the innocent girl who needs 
saving and protecting. This was also the first time Swift appeared live to the MTV audience and 
spawned a large talk show tour that introduced her to a national audience. 
After breaking down the context of Swift as a figure in pop culture, I discuss the 
significance of her performance of normativity and her relationship to women in popular music. 
In the third chapter, I lay out how Swift’s performance of normativity is significant to 
understanding her as a successful girlhood figure. I do this by unpacking how Swift’s constant 
performance of normativity is foundational to her image as an authentic, pure image of girlhood 
and how her normativity bolsters her success. By presenting a believable performance of 
normativity, Swift’s image as girlhood’s poster girl maintains its credibility and furthers the 
seamlessness of conversations about her whiteness. Finally, I position Swift in relation to other 
female artists who are considered to resist cultural norms, a characteristic that is used to uphold 
them as the ultimate figures of female empowerment. Through this lens, I discuss how Swift’s 
performance of normativity can also be considered a valued site for understanding how 
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empowerment is framed and how her normativity can be examined as a response to 
oversexualized performances of femininity, and thus a site of agency.  
 As a social being and a consumer of popular culture, I frame my project as an 
interpretation of the world around me, and of popular culture’s influence on knowledge creation. 
Discourses circulate in popular culture to inform and construct how people think about the world 
in ways that are so pervasive that they can sometimes go unnoticed. I am not making claims that 
Taylor Swift is the only female artist whose image has been used to make a statement about 
femininity, just that Swift is one example of how a performance of normativity can be read as a 
mode of resistance. 
As a successful figure in popular culture, Taylor Swift serves as just one example of a 
call for the preservation of dominant images of girlhood, innocence, and appropriate feminine 
performance. The content of her songs and the circulation of her identity as a virginal, delicate 
girl makes Swift the successful pop music figure who can save the troubled young girl of today. 
This thesis grapples with Swift’s media image as an artist and addresses the ways that she is 
marketed as the poster image for imagined perfect femininity. With little research on ways that 
female music artists don’t resist convention, my research fills this gap in popular music studies 
and provides an example of a normative female music artist who is framed as empowering 
through normativity. Swift’s specific performance of normativity and the success she has 
achieved because of it disrupts the romanticization of resistance that remains prevalent in 
critiques of female music artists and provides a new way to understand how Swift is framed as a 
model for female empowerment who navigates and negotiates her own identity.  
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2 THE FRAMEWORK FOR INNOCENT’S SWEETHEART 
Background on Swift 
Taylor Swift is a twenty-four-year-old country/pop star who was born and raised near 
Wyomissing, Pennsylvania before moving to Nashville when she was fourteen (Sales 121-2). In 
her early teens, Swift’s parents decided to move to Tennessee so she could pursue a music career 
in Nashville (Hadju 131; Rosen). When she was sixteen, Swift released her first single “Tim 
McGraw,” which became a Top 10 single on the country charts, and later that year released her 
self-titled debut album (Lipshutz; taylorswift.com). Since then, Swift has released an album 
every other year, become a spokesperson for brands like CoverGirl and Keds, and her net worth 
is estimated at around $105 million (TheRichest; Sales 122).  
Swift is heralded as being the girl who can act as “every girl’s best friend” (Rosen; 
Blagg). Her image is read as nonthreatening, innocent, polite, and appropriate, which situate 
Swift as the ideal model for young girlhood. On her personal website, Swift writes:  
Hi, I'm Taylor. I love the number 13. I was born in December on a Christmas tree 
farm. I like imagining what life was like hundreds of years ago. I have blurry 
eyesight. My favorite thing in life is writing about life, specifically the parts of 
life concerning love. Because, as far as I'm concerned, love is absolutely 
everything. (taylorswift.com) 
In an interview with the New Yorker, Swift said that “the best musical experience is 
‘hearing a song by somebody singing about their life, and it resembles yours so much that it 
makes you feel comforted,’” and it is this sweet persona of “authentic” personal narratives and 
innocent heartbreaks that has made her music resonate with a constant crowd of young girls who 
consider her the voice of their young hearts’ turmoil (Widdicombe). Swift’s personal website 
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houses her video journals that give fans a personalized insight into her diary-like confessions and 
allows them to leave comments professing their admirations and connection to her 
(taylorswift.com). This solid fan following has only helped Swift to become the youngest artist 
to be awarded Entertainer of the Year by the Country Music Association, the youngest artist to 
win Album of the Year at the Grammys, and Billboard’s youngest ever Woman of the Year 
(TheRichest; Rosen).  
Swift’s Innocence 
Some critiques of “contemporary youth culture construct childhood innocence as 
nostalgic, white, middle-class, static, and 
passive,” (Giroux 14). This romanticized, 
untainted idea of innocence is 
foundational in understanding how Taylor 
Swift’s public, and how we assume her 
private, life play out. Swift fits the part of 
the sweet, all-American, white, good girl 
whose innocence has been proven and 
thus must be safely secured and protected. 
Swift’s innocence, only substantiated by her continued performance of it, is desirable to others, 
both as something that is nostalgic and sexualized. Swift’s image as this symbol of appropriate 
innocence gains its weight in Swift’s position as a country music artist, her song lyrics, and the 
media’s coverage of her dating life. By using these characteristics to unpack Swift’s celebrity, I 
position her identity as one that functions as the example of girlhood’s desired embodiment. 
 
Figure 5. 2013. M-Magazine.com. By Jessica Sager. Web. 17 
Apr. 2014. <http://www.m-magazine.com/posts/taylor-swift-
s-biggest-and-best-distractions-her-fan-signs-
15363/photos/taylor-swift-fan-sign-10-1180>. 
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Women in Country Music 
For Cecelia Tichi, the significance of country music is tied to an attachment to patriotism, 
with “country [being] synonymous with nation” (Tichi quoted in Wiggins, 10-11). While 
“commercial country music” began in the 1920s, it has changed over the years to identify 
shifting periods in American culture (Fox 10-6). The 1930s and 40s brought about “hillbilly” 
music, an era in country music largely associated with minstrelsy and the “performance of 
“black” and “white” rustic identities” and barn dances (Fox 17-8; Malone and Neal 31). The 
more mainstream “Nashville Sound” of the 1950s and 60s was marked by country artists 
adapting their sound to fit a more popular sound that would get their songs played on top radio 
stations (Malone and Neal 245). This led to the rebellion against the commercial sound by artists 
who wanted more traditional, rough lifestyle-inspired music, naming the new style “Outlaw” 
music (269-70). The 1980s brought another turn back to the more popular “Nashville Sound,” a 
sound that now mixes in with a turn back to more glorified traditional, conservative values in a 
post-9/11 era (Malone and Neal, 468).   
Women have long held a position within country music’s popularity, but their place as 
chart-topping hit-makers has only taken off within the last thirty years. For Malone and Neal, 
“one of the most positive developments of the eighties and nineties was the ascendance of 
women entertainers” (431). Dana Wiggins observes that “country music females presented 
deliberately crafted appearances to appeal to a larger audience,” appearances that involve 
performing “gender, region, class, and race as well” (Wiggins 1-2). While these female artists 
don’t necessarily identify as feminists, their lyrics and themes have often represented “equality, 
empowerment, and respect for women” (Wiggins 1; Shanker). Miranda Lambert’s 2007 hit 
“Gunpowder and Lead” addresses domestic violence, and Carrie Underwood’s “Before He 
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Cheats” details her wrecking her boyfriend’s truck for cheating on her (Shanker). The themes of 
female empowerment and standing up for yourself have been historically present in country 
music and even if these artists aren’t calling it feminism, their success on the country radio charts 
signal a popularity in their messages. When Swift was asked in an interview if she identified as a 
feminist, she said that she was not but had this to say: “I was raised by parents who brought me 
up to think if you work as hard as guys, you can go far in life” (Shanker). Swift’s narrative-style 
lyrics and insistence on writing about her feelings has built her popularity to a level 
unprecedented by a women in country music. 
Because authenticity is a major component of “good country music,” Swift’s brand of 
authenticity seems to get her into more trouble than false tales of property damage and murder 
(Fox 1-16; Malone and Neal 472; Wiggins 8). “Traditional” country music is largely associated 
with rural identities, conservative American values, and a notion of having a “rough” lifestyle. 
Taylor Swift’s country/pop songwriting might include a banjo, and her lyrics cover traditional 
topics like love, friendship, and identity, but Taylor Swift’s expression of her experience is from 
the perspective of a young, innocent girl and not a cowboy-like rebel. Also, because Swift’s 
image is largely dependent on her being read as an example of traditional girlhood, her position 
as a country and pop artist  allows for her to see her traditional values as “normal” values. 
Swift’s position as a successful country artist is complicated by the fact that her “authenticity” 
isn’t considered as valid as other female country artists who can sing about their experiences 
growing up with more traditional country roots. Swift’s whiteness isn’t reminiscent of a “white 
trash” upbringing that gives her cultural capital in the country music scene. Swift’s wealthy 
white background and smooth entry into country music present her as an extremely normative 
and “average” American girl who hasn’t experienced much struggle in her life. With this, Swift’s 
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position in country music wouldn’t have lasted without her claim to an authentic performance of 
self, which would not have been believable if she had sung about her family having financial 
issues. 
Despite not having a traditional country music backstory, Swift’s country/pop identity is 
believable as authentic, and because of this, she “has pulled a younger female audience into the 
ranks of country fans” who might not fit the “traditional” country fan (Malone and Neal 472). 
Swift’s image as a believable authentic artist is crucial to the belief in her performed innocence.  
If Swift writes a song about an ex breaking her heart, the expectation is that her audience will 
feel like they are getting true insight into Swift’s personal emotions.  
What Swift provides her audience that no other female country artist is known for is the 
belief that you’re getting personal Taylor Swift, slumber party girl-talk simply by listening to 
one of her songs. Taylor Swift is popularly credited as writing her own lyrics, so even if a 
traditional country music audience can’t relate to her songs, they can at least acknowledge the 
traditional country music quality of authenticity. Swift’s performance of traditional, wholesome 
girlhood characteristics come to stand-in for what we expect as “normal” Swift behavior, even if 
it might not be read as normative girlhood in a general sense. Despite the immaturity that critics 
of Swift attribute to her song lyrics and her descriptions of her experiences, she fits the mold of 
the sexualized innocent. Swift’s sweet, naïve performance of self is one that is desirable to 
audiences and it serves to simultaneously protect her and objectify her.  The belief in the 
authentic experiences that her lyrics convey make Swift’s tie to innocence appear as a seamless 
projection to her fans. She is innocent enough to need our help to protect her and seemingly 
unattainable to the point that her innocence is desirable. This attachment to Swift’s innocence 
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further eroticizes her in ways that continue to sell her albums and image to an audience that 
relies on her continued commitment to “authentic” innocence and fantastical purity.      
The Innocence in Swift’s Lyrics 
One of the ways that Taylor Swift’s performance of innocence and girlhood is publically 
eroticized is through her song lyrics. Swift is known for writing her own lyrics, a quality that 
contributes to the belief and applause in her “authentic” presentation of experience (Malone and 
Neal 472; Blagg). By making a name for herself as a musician who writes her own songs, Swift 
is able to sell the story of her “reality,” or the reality that she wants people to attribute to her. 
Through the production and audience 
viewing of Swift’s songs and music videos, 
Swift’s image as the carrier of authentic 
innocence and girlhood is placed into the 
context of her professional presentation as 
a music artist, and as an authentic 
narrative voice. I will discuss how the 
construction of Taylor Swift’s innocence 
is present in these performances and how 
they function to sexualize her as the pure, 
feminine ideal of eroticized white 
girlhood (Lipshutz). 
Songs and Videos 
In Riese’s 2010 Autostraddle 
article posted after Swift’s win for Album 
Figure 6. Vega, Alexandra. The Complete Works of 
Taylor Swift: A Symbolic Analysis. Digital image. 
Autostraddle. N.p., 06 Feb. 2010. Web. 14 Mar. 2014. 
<http://www.autostraddle.com/why-taylor-swift-
offends-little-monsters-feminists-and-weirdos-31525/>. 
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of the Year at the 2010 Grammy’s, Riese created an “infographic” of common motifs used in the 
two of Swift’s albums that had been released at the time, Taylor Swift and Fearless. In the 
infographic, Riese uses icons to track and display imagery Swift sings about frequently, 
including crying, “virginal motifs,” and “driving (usually in a truck).” Riese presents this 
infographic as “proof” of Swift’s inability to convey intellectual depth in her songwriting. 
According to Riese, “Swift simply hasn’t had the life experience and doesn’t inherently possess 
the emotional maturity to create great art.” Despite Riese’s attempts to discredit Swift’s music, 
she points out the exact reasons why Swift’s songs have been so successful. Because Swift writes 
her own lyrics, all the audience can assume is that those are the experiences she has had, and 
they have won her the same awards that “great art” has. Swift’s tween fan base connects with her 
music through the claims that she knows what they are going through, and Swift’s music 
resonates with their experiences. What Riese is questioning is the validity of Swift’s experience, 
which is never going to be resolved by Riese. If Swift’s girlhood innocence is being, literally, 
bought by her audience, then looking into what she is “selling” is key to understanding Swift’s 
image as attached to her music. Swift’s songs are marketed as conveying insight into her true 
self, so the messages of what she believes in and “stands for” are only further grounded by 
examining her songs. 
You Belong With Me 
In Taylor Swift’s video for You Belong With Me, Swift plays a high school aged “nerd” 
character, complete with a hairbrush turned microphone sing-a-long bedroom scene, who lives 
next door to the football star boy she loves. He doesn’t seem to notice her as “more than a 
friend” because he is dating the flirtatious popular cheerleader, played by Swift in a brunette wig, 
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as if appearing with darker hair is supposed to send the message that he is with the “rebel” 
instead of the sweet blonde girl.  
Throughout the video, Swifts sings the lines:  
can’t you see that I’m the one who understands you, 
been here all along so why can’t you see you belong with me, 
   you belong with me.  
The video ends with a transformation scene in which Swift’s character shows up at the 
school dance. The viewer is supposed to see Swift as “transformed,” like Cinderella arriving to 
the ball, but the only noticeable 
difference is that Swift’s glasses and 
ponytail are exchanged for long curls 
and a white dress. It is in this final 
scene that Swift and her crush profess 
their love for each other on a piece of 
notebook paper, with the boy she 
loves rejecting his new ex-girlfriend 
while he and Swift embrace.  
Love Story 
Love Story resembles a modern-day telling of Romeo and Juliet. In the video, Swift sees 
a boy standing in front of school and starts to daydream about their romantic relationship as if 
they were the original Romeo and Juliet. The clothing they wear is reminiscent of Shakespearean 
performances, with Swift, or Juliet, wearing a white dress throughout the video and sneaking out 
of her castle to meet Romeo. The chorus repeats:  
Figure 7. Rawr_caps@LJ. Image from Taylor Swift's "You 
Belong With Me" Video. Digital image. Fanpop. N.p., 2013. 
Web. 14 Apr. 2014. <http://www.fanpop.com/clubs/taylor-
swift/images/21519655/title/taylor-swift-belong-with-music-
video-screencap>. 
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Romeo take me somewhere we can be alone 
I'll be waiting, all there's left to do is run 
You'll be the prince and I'll be the princess 
It's a love story baby just say yes.  
The video consists of secret meet-ups and hand holding, ending with Romeo and Juliet 
becoming engaged-to-be-married, not dying in a double suicide, which Swift explained in an 
interview, “I was really inspired by the story. Except for the ending. I feel like they had such 
promise…and if that had gone just a little bit differently, it could have been the best love story 
ever told” (Hadju 130).  
White Horse 
Most of the video for White Horse shows Swift sitting on the floor of her home crying 
over the boy who broke her heart. The lyrics for the chorus very explicitly call for an 
acknowledgement of the disappointment of a failed fairy tale narrative. She sings:  
I'm not a princess, this ain't a fairytale 
I'm not the one you'll sweep off her feet, lead her up the stairwell 
This ain't Hollywood, this is a small town 
I was a dreamer before you went and let me down 
Now it's too late for you and your white horse to come around.  
When the boy calls Swift to try to win her back, the song starts into the chorus again but 
stops after the realization of the failed fairytale and instead says “I’m gonna find someone 
someday who might actually treat me well,” with Swift rejecting the boy’s plea. Swift uses this 
line to note her release from being “naïve” about the relationship and finishes by singing “it’s too 
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late to catch me now.” Despite having just “released” herself from getting back together with the 
heartbreaker, the video ends with Swift still crying and sitting on the floor.  
The Significance of Swift’s Lyrics 
These three specific videos/songs bring up themes that are prevalent in narratives about 
innocence. In You Belong With Me and Love Story, Swift wears a white dress to symbolize her 
virginal girlhood, one that needs “to be protected yet to be constantly alluring” (Walkerdine 
257). What is so alluring is the belief in her purity, the image of her and a boy stopping when 
their faces are just close enough to kiss, but never completing the desire, the “denial of the coldly 
erotic” (Hadju 130). This “private eroticization” puts the innocence on display and lets the mind 
wander to possible “behind the scenes” behaviors (Walkerdine 259). Swift’s erotic innocence 
relies on the belief that she is untainted and unused, a completely pure bride-to-be. Because the 
theme of purity is so important to Swift’s performance of normativity, her whiteness and the 
belief in her innocence, an innocence that is only possible because of her whiteness, position her 
as the “perfect package” for authentic pure desire manifested. If Swift were to be portrayed as 
completing desire, whether by her or her “Romeo,” the fantasy would be broken and Swift would 
no longer serve her purpose as the sexy but not-yet-sexed.  
As David Hadju writes, “the kids in Swift’s songs don’t hook up, like real young people; 
they dream about going out on dates together and becoming couples, and they fear breaking up” 
(130). I am quick to complicate Hadju’s assertion that “real” young people hook up, largely 
because speaking to every adolescent’s experience of sexuality is problematic, but he is speaking 
to a very important point that Swift’s songs and videos bring up, and that is that they don’t seem 
to be realistic portrayals of the complications of how teenagers might actually be experiencing 
dating, love, and sex. The couples in Swift’s songs aren’t dreaming of just one passionate night 
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together where they may or may not see each other again. Her lyrics and storylines are meant to 
portray desires for, very literally, a story. These relationships are not moments in time, but 
beginnings of lives together. You Belong With Me isn’t trying to convince the boy next door that 
she’d just make the best prom date, but that they are “meant to be,” like some ideal belief in 
being each other’s one-and-only.   
It is this very dream-like potentiality of life-long love that eroticizes Swift’s innocence. 
Her wholesome naivety fosters a media culture that is constantly concerned with her body and 
private activities while not explicitly mentioning her sex life, allowing the reader to fantasize 
about her with covert guidance. Audiences are not told that Swift is having sex, and her song 
lyrics and videos certainly don’t lend to that, but the leaving out of those questions does. If Swift 
is truly believed to be pure and innocent, then Romeo is getting the ultimate Taylor Swift 
experience on their wedding night, one that he fully believes is real. 
What makes Swift’s innocence so eroticized are the feelings it evokes. The public desire 
for her becomes circulated in a yearning to protect, dominate, and ultimately conquer her 
feminine purity in a way not unlike the fairytales her songs evoke. These white savior narratives 
become the lens through which Swift’s audience understands her as a young girl striving for a 
sense of acceptance. Also, because Swift is the innocent white model of girlhood who cannot 
save herself, she becomes something to win, the ultimate prize. 
The way that the eroticization of Swift’s innocence is tied up with her whiteness is a 
crucial point to understanding the importance of her popularity as a contemporary music artist. 
Swift’s performance of ideal innocence would not be read as authentic without her whiteness, 
namely her appropriate displays of the markers of whiteness. The virginal, “good girl” Swift 
presents evokes feelings of security and protection, while at the same time wanting that 
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protection to be rewarded with the ultimate payment, Swift’s virtuous innocence. By denying the 
eroticization of Swift through evoking language of her innocence, the media eroticizes Swift in a 
way that never has to be explicitly named as sexual. This piece of Swift’s representation is just 
one of the many ways that Swift’s girlhood comes to stand-in for productions of “appropriate” 
white femininity, thus fetishizing this eroticization into an unquestioned normalcy.  
The denial of Swift partaking in explicit sexuality, “proven” through her song lyrics and 
video performances, works as evidence of Swift’s good girl image. Taylor Swift’s squeaky clean 
white girlhood serves as a popular culture example of 
sly maneuvering into the bedrooms of young girls that 
doesn’t tempt them with the “taste of her cherry 
chapstick” or “tak[ing] a ride on [his/her] disco stick,” 
but of the dream that he will ride in on his “white horse” 
and deem your heart, and life, worthy (Katy Perry; Lady 
Gaga). A Kindle eBook published in 2013 titled Taylor 
Swift: 87 Reasons Why She is a Good Role Model 
describes Swift in the opening page as “the same person 
she was when she started out: a sweet, loving teenager, 
always thinking before acting” and that “she shows 
young girls that you don’t have to be trashy to get 
attention” (Norman). This example only further solidifies the idea that, to audiences, Swift is a 
forever-adolescent who might “make her own decisions,” but that those decisions are never 
without the parental-style guidance of her audience. Even though her dating life might be on the 
cover of magazines and websites, she sells the all-American girl image with her lyrics of 
Figure 8. Norman, Maggie L. The cover of an 
eBook. Digital image. Amazon.com. N.p., 02 
Jan. 2013. Web. 07 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.amazon.com/Taylor-Swift-
Good-Role-Model-
ebook/dp/B00AW5C4D4>. 
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heartbreak, triumph, and having the best girl friends, while simultaneously selling appropriate 
femininity, and that is making her the ideal girlhood role model.  
The Boy-Crazy Virgin 
Another part of Swift’s innocent image relies heavily on the media’s portrayal of her 
dating life. Unlike other young female celebrities with sex tape scandals and nude photo leaks, 
Swift’s media image presents her as pure and wholesome. While she is pictured on the cover of 
magazines leaving a restaurant or going for a walk 
with whomever she is linked to at the time, those 
sneak peeks are about as risky as her magazine 
covers portray her. There aren’t magazine covers 
detailing whose hotel room she was seen leaving in 
the morning, because as far as everyone is 
concerned, Swift only leaves her own hotel room. 
Swift’s innocent girlhood relies on the belief that 
she is pure and untainted by hotel room trysts and 
behind-the-scenes make-out sessions. For Swift to 
be good girlhood’s heroine, she has to never lead 
anyone to believe that she is not the girl who writes 
songs about fairytale endings. While this includes 
people being extremely interested in “who will 
Swift date next,” it also means that she has to play into the role of the one who is heartbroken, 
but not the heartbreaker.  
Figure 9. Lindbergh, Peter. 2013. Vanity Fair. 
Entertainment Weekly. By Ray Rahman. Web. 
12 Feb. 2014. <http://music-
mix.ew.com/2013/03/05/taylor-swift-vanity-
fair-tina-fey-amy-poehler/>. 
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In Swift’s 2013 Vanity Fair cover interview titled “Taylor Swift: The Growing of a 
Superstar. Her Men…Her Moods…Her Music,” Swift is portrayed just like the title suggests. 
The “growing” the article seems to be pointing to is related more to her understood maturity 
level than to her up-and-comingness as a music frontrunner, and the “men, moods, and music” 
cannot be separated from one another. For Swift’s artistry to be transmitted as “true,” her dating 
tales have to be equally fairytale-like and sad as her own lyrics. Outside sources publishing 
Swift’s timeline of love and heartbreak are just as important to her innocence as her truth claims. 
To illustrate this further, the 
article features a chart called 
“Taylor’s Date-o-Meter” 
that lists the men rumored to 
be romantically connected to 
Swift at various points in her 
career, separating them by 
age-range and including the 
lyrics rumored to be tied to 
each man (Sales 122). Despite 
Swift being quoted in the article as only having dated “exactly two people” since 2010, they still 
published the list (124). 
Even though the author of the article quotes Swift stating that she is tired of being 
considered “boy crazy,” most of the article is still filled up with background information and 
comments on Swift’s dating life, because regardless of Swift’s insistence that she is tired of 
talking about her relationships, her career was built on the belief of transparency between her 
Figure 10. Taylor’s Date-O-Meter. Apr. 2013. Vanity Fair. 122. Print. 
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personal life and what she produces professionally. She is able to write songs and make claims to 
them being representative of her life and feelings, but she keeps the names of their influences to 
herself, creating another level of sweet innocence. Being “linked” to multiple men only makes 
Swift’s dating life feel more “real” to her audience. It gives the idea that she is “testing the 
waters” and not committing, which makes people believe that she is also not committing her 
body to these men, either, because it’s not the image of her the public has grown to accept.  
Swift has also made statements about her dating life that give a personal dynamic and 
insight into what she “looks for” when she’s dating. In the Vanity Fair interview, Swift says, “If 
I could find someone who just looked at me like I’m a girl…like a girl they want to be their 
girlfriend” (172). This does not suggest a young woman looking for an equal partnership, but 
reads more like a teenager’s diary entry. Like Swift’s lyrics, her statements about love and dating 
also suggest a romanticized version of how she wishes her relationships to play out. Swift 
doesn’t claim to be searching for someone to view her maturely, but like the “girl” her lyrics 
paint her as: naïve, pure, and ripe for the picking. 
Considering all of the focus on Swift’s dating history, it’s interesting that the media 
coverage of Swift and the men she has been linked to never involves any mention of Swift 
having a “sex life.” Her image as the sexless twenty-something is Swift’s most valuable and 
profitable tool. For Swift to succeed as innocent, she has to represent an unattainable ideal of 
“pure” innocence that is alluring yet denies blatant sexuality. Swift’s “appropriate” whiteness 
depends on her not being an explicitly sexualized object. By omitting any information that could 
tarnish her “good girl” reputation, Swift’s lyrics and coy interview style maintain her validity as 
the true ideal girlhood symbol, the eroticized white innocent. Swift’s successful whiteness is 
only furthered by the media’s portrayal of her, aligning her with the same traits and values that 
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her lyrics suggest she possesses. The media’s positioning of Swift’s “good” girlhood involves a 
narrative of Swift falling prey to the “bad boys” and her being the “girl,” never woman, getting 
her heart broken. Her innocence relies on her girlhood, with both being attached to her 
whiteness. For Swift’s innocence, and thus her whiteness, to be secure, she can never be proven 
to stray from the markers of whiteness, not until marriage. Without the need to want to save 
Swift and maintain her innocence, she doesn’t hold the same cultural significance.  
Swift Gets Kanye’d 
The 2009 MTV Video Music Awards (VMAs) are an event that solidified Taylor Swift’s 
career history, not only because she was the 
first country music artist to ever win an MTV 
VMA award, but because of the public display 
of sympathy she received and the significant 
effect the show had on her future success 
(Taylor Swift.biography). On September 13, 
2009 at the MTV Video Music Awards, 
Taylor Swift won the award for “Best Female 
Video” (Kreps; TIME; Lipshutz; Kamer). Just a 
few lines into her acceptance speech, rapper 
Kanye West jumped on stage, took the 
microphone from Swift, and said, “Yo Taylor, 
I’m really happy for you, I’mma let you finish, but Beyoncé had one of the best videos of all 
time. One of the best videos of all time!” (Kreps; TIME; Lipshutz; Kamer). After West made this 
statement, the cameras showed a shocked Swift and audience, and by the time West gave the 
Figure 11. DeCrow, Jason, and AP Photos. West 
takes the microphone from singer Taylor Swift as 
she accepts the "Best Female Video" award during 
the MTV Video Music Awards on Sunday, Sept. 13, 
2009 in New York. Digital image. Huffington Post. 
N.p., 24 Aug. 2013. Web. 06 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/24/kanye
-west-regrets-taylor-swift-mtv-video-music-awards-
rant_n_3807395.html>. 
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microphone back to Swift and got off stage, her time was up and MTV cut to a prerecorded 
video (Kreps; Widdicombe). West was removed from the award show, and Beyoncé let Swift 
finish her acceptance speech during the time allotted for her speech later in the night (Taylor 
Swift.biography; Kamer).  
The events of that night had opposite effects for Swift and Kanye. MTV Chairman and 
CEO Judy McGrath commented on that night that the “applause for [Taylor] will be louder,” and 
reports that Swift was “hysterically crying backstage after Kanye’s outburst” only helped her 
case of appearing as the victimized young white girl (Kreps, Kamer). An “off-the-record 
interview” recording of President Barack Obama calling West a “jackass” went public, and Swift 
hit the talk show circuit to further tell her tale of humiliation (Kamer). Swift wrote a song about 
West called, ironically,  “Innocent,” and even framed a photograph of the incident and hung it in 
her home (Sales 123, Kamer, Widdicombe). The attention from the on-stage interruption “made 
Swift an even hotter commodity,” selling out concerts and making even more public 
appearances. 
West, on the other hand, made a few public appearances to apologize publically and also 
reportedly apologized to Swift privately, then “went into a self-imposed exile” (Kamer, Taylor 
Swift.biography, Finn). The stories of West’s actions that night in 2009 are full of mentions of 
how drunk he was and comments lending to a “that’s just rock-and-roll” attitude. West’s 
rumored drunken brashness towards Swift only furthered an image of his harshness next to the 
doe-eyed, innocent Swift. In the eyes of the public, all Swift did was write a song that was well-
liked by MTV viewers and win an award for it. However, Kanye West served as the figure of the 
out-of-control black man being confrontational towards a white girl. As Foster Kamer observes, 
“race scholars would have plenty to chew on for the next few years at the image of an angry 
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black man stealing the spotlight from a seemingly innocent young white girl.” Because Taylor 
Swift functions as a model for “appropriate” white girlhood, West’s position next to her as an 
uninvited guest on stage worked to juxtapose the two artists. The more angry and confrontational 
West appeared to the audience, the more in need of saving Swift appeared. Further, the idea of 
the innocence and purity of whiteness depends on the contrast with the “other,” and West’s 
actions served as an example of just how authentic and pure Taylor Swift’s performance of her 
innocence is.  
Conclusion  
Since MTV fans are responsible for choosing the winners of the VMAs, Swift’s 
nominations and wins signaled an important crossover in her audience and fan base (“Voting 
Rules”). Also, even if Swift’s peers in the music industry weren’t necessarily fans of her music’s 
messages or intentions, they now have a lasting memory of “that one time” they felt bad for her. 
In 2009, Swift had released two albums, with her second album Fearless serving as an example 
of a teenage girl’s high school timeline and journal. Given the sales from that album and her 
appearance as a nominee and winner on an MTV award show, Swift’s crossover into pop music 
had begun.  
Not only was her portrayal of innocent teenage dating love and heartbreak selling albums, 
it was believable. We can speculate that if Swift had snatched the microphone out of West’s 
hand and stood up for herself, her career would not have taken off the same way it did when she 
stood there looking helpless for viewers to witness. Swift’s image as the sweet carrier of girlhood 
and innocence depends on her being a believable source of pity and in need of saving. Even 
Beyoncé inviting Swift on stage to finish her speech served a purpose in the furthering of Swift’s 
innocence. Because she “could not help herself” against West’s “attack,” she relied on others to 
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create moments for her to speak to her experience, whether by inviting her on talk shows or 
buying her albums.  
Swift’s all-American, good girl image also relies on the positioning of her in opposition 
to other artists. If Swift’s performance does not show her as “different” from the “others,” then 
her innocence doesn’t hold as much weight. The reason Kanye West’s performance of “angry 
black masculinity” made such a mark in Swift’s career is not because what he said was right or 
wrong, but it served to juxtapose the “other” onto whom Swift was claiming to “authentically 
be.” If West is jumping onto stages at award shows and downplaying artists’ successes, then 
Swift has to dance in the audience of awards shows when others are performing and be quoted 
talking about her importance as a role model (Blagg; Gicas). Swift’s performance and belief of 
innocence contributes to her normativity as an artist. For Swift’s to be legitimated as authentic, 
she has to perform in a way that doesn’t appear as performance, and she creates this illusion by 
performing normativity.  
3 PERFORMING NORMATIVITY 
As a music artist, Swift’s career involves a significant level of performance on and off 
stage. In her music videos and on tour, Swift puts on shows and creates stories to entertain and 
sell the meaning of her lyrics. While these venues are responsible for the artistry of Taylor Swift, 
Swift’s innocent girlhood image is also dependent on her performing a very normative type of 
femininity even when she’s not on stage or in front of a camera. The way Swift dresses, how she 
responds to people who approach her on her “off days,” as well as how the people who meet her 
describe her, are all part of the believable innocent Swift image. In order to have a reputation for 
being authentic across the board, Swift has to constantly perform the markers of normativity and 
act in accordance to prescribed gender norms. 
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By looking at Swift’s normativity as a performance, I show how Swift’s image is reliant 
on a constant rearticulation and repetition of specifically gendered acts to create the belief in her 
authenticity as the sweet, all-American girl whose song lyrics are “true” to her experiences and 
identity. I do this by breaking down how Swift performs femininity, and then how her 
performance of normativity and authenticity are crucial to her success as an appropriate model of 
girlhood. Then, I discuss how Swift’s performance of normativity differs from the usually 
applauded resistance to norms exhibited by other female music artists and how her success as a 
normative country/pop artist is significant to conversations around how female artists can and are 
exerting a level of agency through their identities and performances. As a normative artist in an 
industry that tends to focus on nonconformity, Swift has been able to achieve some of the 
greatest acknowledgements given in pop music. By gaining success through a normative 
performance of femininity, Swift’s position in the music industry adds to conversations about 
how women are negotiating their identities within popular culture.  
Performing Femininity 
In the first sentence of Book II of The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir claims: “one is 
not born, but rather becomes, a woman” (301). It is with this notion of “becoming” a woman that 
the performance of femininity is grounded. Butler furthers this idea of becoming and states: 
…gender is in no way a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts 
proceed; rather, it is an identity tenuously constituted in time- an identity 
instituted through a stylized repetition of acts. Further, gender is instituted through 
the stylization of the body and, hence, must be understood as the mundane way in 
which bodily gestures, movements, and enactments of various kinds constitute the 
illusion of an abiding gendered self…Significantly, if gender is instituted through 
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acts which are internally discontinuous, then the appearance of substance is 
precisely that, a constructed identity, a performative accomplishment which the 
mundane social audience, including the actors themselves, come to believe and to 
perform in the mode of belief. (519-20) 
If gender is created and produced through the performance of gender, then gender only 
exists through its continual performance, further proving it’s instability. Furthermore, if gender is 
also “the activity of managing situated conduct in light of normative conceptions of attitude and 
activities appropriate for one’s sex category,” then the “doing,” or performance, of gender can be 
better understood in the set of repetitive acts that constitute its “reality” (Butler 9; West and 
Zimmerman 127). The reiteration of these acts over time works with the understanding that it is 
“just the way it is,” but the fact that the acts have to be constantly reproduced and policed, 
punishing those who may “break the rules” or applauding those who stay within its confines, 
highlights the fact that gender is made up of a set of acts with no actual fixed original.  
Continuing with the idea that the performance of gender creates a sense of naturalness to 
gender, what is so unique about Swift’s specific performed femininity is just how invisible it 
seems to appear. Swift’s very literal performances as a music artist are not invisible, obviously, 
but the media’s lack of reference to her femininity as linked with a wealthy, white notion of 
appropriate gender is an invisible layer to her identity that the media does not explicitly address 
when publishing stories of her success or authenticity as a country/pop artist, similar to the ways 
that her whiteness is always present in conversations about Swift without ever having to label it 
as such. The brand of white girl innocence that Swift effortlessly exudes would look very 
different if it were performed by a different body. The audience’s unwavering allegiance to 
Swift’s proclaimed identity proves just how successful she is at her performance. Even if Swift is 
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not consciously choosing an identity that restabilizes ideas of a standard of beauty or 
“appropriate” gendered behavior, her “repetitive acts” show that she is at least complicit in its 
restabilization for the purposes of how her identity is read (Butler 9).  
The point in bringing up Swift’s performance of “appropriate” femininity isn’t to dissect 
her as an individual subject or to falsify her claims to her authenticity. Swift’s performance is 
wrapped up in larger ideas about what is correct femininity and how that appropriateness is 
marked through acts, behaviors, style of dress, and song topics, just to name a few. By 
perpetuating the markers of “appropriate” femininity, Swift’s gender performance furthers 
notions of what “normal” girlhood is supposed to represent. Furthermore, Swift’s performance of 
markers of “appropriate” femininity is directly tied to beliefs in “appropriate” whiteness, 
upholding passivity, purity, and sexual innocence. Her specific reiteration of normative girlhood 
and femininity leaves little to no room for variation and crafts the image of a very singular 
expression of femininity. This performance of normativity makes Swift’s image constantly 
dependent on the compliance and believability in her normative femininity, one that cannot be 
read as resisting norms or not compliant with standards of whiteness.   
Normativity 
Taylor Swift is largely described as an all-American girl (Blagg, Osmanski, Sales). She’s 
white, blonde, thin, and very wealthy, and her image is largely dependent on her presumed 
innocence, with conversations about her purity and virginity presenting her as a “special kind of 
commodity” (Salamon 158). When Swift’s fans buy a product with her face on it or one of her 
albums, they are very literally purchasing the belief in her performance of normativity and 
authenticity. Audiences and companies invest in Swift’s normativity, and being read as 
appropriately normative is crucial to her image. Swift’s polished identity is cloaked in 
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articulations of her performance of innocence being an authentic part of just “who she is” and the 
immaturity of her lyrics serve as “examples” of how her “true” self is expressed (Lipshutz).  For 
Swift to maintain the believability in her innocence, purity, and ideal role model status, all 
qualities that her career has been built on, she has to perform normativity in a way that is agreed 
upon and easily understood by her audience. 
Roberto Frega theorizes that, as humans,  
We control our behavior through norms and values that we design and modify… 
Our constant talk of correct or incorrect, good and bad, rational and irrational, 
right and wrong, valid and invalid, marks clearly our everyday involvement with 
normativity. (Frega 1) 
The type of binary system for monitoring normativity versus “others” means that Swift’s 
performance of normativity is only read as normative because it appears alongside those who are 
non-normative. For example, when Swift was interviewed in 2013 about her new job as the Diet 
Coke spokesperson, she spoke about “dressing her age.” In the interview, Swift said:  
I think one of the things I've always tried to do was age gracefully. It was what I 
was trying to do when I was 18 -- just be 18…I find it hilarious when I'm going to 
an award show, and I'm wearing shorts for a performance, and the next day the 
headlines are like 'Taylor goes edgy for her performance!' I'm like, 'I'm wearing 
more clothes than anyone here!' (Perle) 
Swift proclaiming “I’m wearing more clothes than anyone here” allows her to present 
herself as someone who is conscious of the amount and style of clothes she wears while also 
being aware of other women’s clothing choices. Swift’s statement was also in response to be 
accused of going edgy, which she immediately responded to by comparing herself to how other 
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people performed, and she reacted almost as if she were offended by the accusation of being 
edgy. Not only does Swift’s response show her commitment to how she performs her image, but 
also it immediately discredits the source accusing her of being edgy, or not performing in her 
normal, expected way.  
It is this commitment to normativity that has made Swift’s performance of normative 
femininity inseparable from how audiences read her. For Swift to be normative, and for that 
normativity to be believable, she can’t be read as marked, or deviant. The girlhood naivety that 
Swift presents in her lyrics has to be enacted in her daily life, whether at the grocery store or on a 
talk show promoting her new album. William Force describes this as “the adoption of markers of 
unmarkedness” (340). According to Force, those who might be deemed “not normal” have to 
“accumul[ate] and appropriate[ly] display…mundane auxiliary characteristics” as a tool for 
“presenting [as] a normal person” (340). Where Force’s analysis is applied to a serial killer 
character in the television series Dexter, it is a useful way to consider how Swift’s identity as a 
pop/country artist fits this idea. Even though we do not know Swift to be a “deviant,” her image 
never left the possibility open that she could be anything other than normative. When a headline 
accused Swift of being edgy for a performance, she immediately turned the spotlight on 
comparing herself to the other people in attendance.  
Swift’s identity relies on her appropriate femininity, meaning that she needs to be read as 
passive, heterosexual, innocent, and “appropriately” white. I am not concerned with whether or 
not Swift is consciously choosing these normative performances, or how much control she has in 
the perpetuation of her image, though I do think her attachment to being a “good role model” 
plays a large part in her image (Blagg; Gicas). Swift doesn’t push back against convention but 
rather embraces it as how she presents a different image of femininity in the music industry. 
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Swift’s normativity doesn’t suggest to young girls that they should embrace their sexuality or use 
drugs as party fuel; instead, she talks about her good girl image as if she’s embracing “who she 
really is,” as if other female artists are trying too hard to be read as different. She isn’t 
challenging normative structures and beliefs; rather, she upholds them and sells them almost 
seamlessly. Swift’s commitment to performing normativity and challenging those who might 
suggest she is stepping out of that framework makes her credibility as authentically normative all 
the more believable.  
The Authenticity in Swift’s Normativity 
For Swift’s authenticity to be accepted as believable, she has to constantly act in 
accordance with the image of the desirable, young, “average” girl, despite having an extremely 
abnormal lifestyle. If Swift’s audience feels that she acts better than them or that her articulations 
of her experiences are unique to her situation, she would lose the sense of connection her fans 
feel to her performance of self. Her continued success is heavily tied to her performance as an 
authentically normal girl and hinges on her normativity being believable, maintained, and 
constantly present. Even when Swift is presenting the “markers of unmarkedness,” she is always 
being watched and noticed (Force 340). Her persona and authenticity as an artist and innocent 
role model for young girls depends on the belief of her being recognized through a discourse of 
realness that cannot be called into question. For all the public knows, Swift could be snorting 
cocaine in her dressing room, but her marketability is attached to her claim of good wholesome 
fun and the media doesn’t seem interested in trying to discover her flaws.  
What works in Swift’s favor with the media are the stories that further bolster her status 
as an authentically good girl. When Swift and boy band member Harry Styles, her most recent 
public relationship, broke up, the story that was published was that he broke up with her for 
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wanting to go antiquing all of the time instead of having sex (Manetti). When this story came 
out, Chelsea Handler, host of the late night show Chelsea Lately, appeared on Watch What 
Happens Live with Andy Cohen and had this to say about why Swift’s relationships end, quoted 
in a US Weekly story: 
My theory about Taylor Swift is that she's a virgin, that everyone breaks up with 
her because they date her for two weeks and she's like, 'I'm not gonna do it.' And 
they're like, 'Oh, well, forget it. Then I don't want to date you,'" Handler 
imagined. "Every guy thinks they're going to devirginize her, and they're not. 
She's never going to get devirginized, ever, ever, ever, ever. (Handler, quoted by 
Johnson) 
Not only did Handler call Swift a virgin as if it should be an insult, she used lyrics from 
Swift’s song “We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together” at the end of her statement to further 
mock Swift. While one could argue that the joke is on Handler because that song won a Guinness 
World Record for “fastest selling digital single” and made Swift a lot of money, Handler’s 
comments further show how Swift’s accomplishments are not seen as significant because they 
are embedded within her nonresistance to traditional ideas of femininity (taylorswift.com).   
What these types of stories do for Swift and her position as an “authentically” normative 
girlhood figure is continue to circulate these “examples” of just how normative she “really” is. 
Stories of Swift preferring antiquing to sex or of Chelsea Handler calling her a virgin aren’t 
insulting to Swift, but they further the belief in her authentic “adorkability” (Sales 118). When 
Tina Fey or Chelsea Handler pick on Swift, they are made to look like the mean girls mocking 
Swift for her naïve and innocent girlhood, and Swift comes out looking like she battled the 
bullies and came out just as sweet as before it happened. These situations make people think that 
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even though Swift is a celebrity, she is still a normal girl, or just like us. The very idea that her 
normativity, despite being in a very abnormal career position, is authentic or natural in any way 
is problematic when considering the ways identities, and identity markers, are constantly 
reappropriated and recirculated over time. 
What is more interesting to me is to look at the people who do not necessarily push back 
against traditional understandings of femininity in very overt ways, but to look at how the 
presumed arbiters of American culture reinforce these unwritten codes and, in their very 
rearticulation, disrupt their solidity, 
which can be framed as a form of 
empowerment. Swift comes to stand-
in as the public figure young girls are 
told they should look up to because 
her performance of traditional values 
is nonthreatening to patriarchal 
structure, or at least it appears that 
way on the surface. Swift has taken a 
very traditional performance of the ideal innocent girl figure and turned it into something that is 
thought of as “normal” girlhood by her audience and made it an incredibly lucrative brand. At a 
time in music where Lady Gaga is having a performance artist vomit on her onstage and 
Beyoncé is proclaiming “Bow down, Bitches,” Taylor Swift is getting her mother to pick and 
invite fans at her concert to a meet-and-greet “T-Party” after her shows (Gruttadaro; Setoodeh).  
Swift’s successful passing as a sweet, submissive, nonthreatening twenty-four-year-old 
“girl” whose net worth is estimated around $105 million means something to how we mistakenly 
Figure 12. Swift, Alina. Taylor Swift's T-Party. Digital image. 
Taylorswift.com. N.p., n.d. Web. 06 Apr. 2014. 
<http://taylorswift.com/users/WuLWT2W5>. 
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devalue and overlook the power of the normative. Even if Swift’s normativity isn’t a chosen 
performance, the fact that it is believed to be authentic becomes precisely the point of Swift’s 
success and security as a role model for young girls. Swift has created a career out of selling a 
believable model for normativity and “ideal” traditional girlhood that carved her a path in an 
industry that doesn’t applaud normal very often. Because Swift’s successful performance of 
normativity cannot be separated from her whiteness, her passing as an authentically pure, 
innocent symbol of girlhood’s ideal will depend on her continued believability in that role. 
How Swift Compares 
Swift’s nonresistance to normativity has been a main point of criticism and has set her 
apart from other successful females in the public eye. With a large majority of work on female 
pop musicians romanticizing resistance, artists like Swift who are viewed as not pushing 
boundaries are often viewed as problematic (Riese; Rosen). With so much focus being placed on 
artists who break with convention, Swift has maintained her good girl image. Swift has won 
awards that have marked her as the youngest artist or the first woman to be awarded those 
honors, but because she has done so by writing songs about ex-boyfriends and fairytales she is 
criticized as not being a legitimate “artist” (Riese). Romanticizing those who are applauded for 
pushing back in really overt ways has resulted in the leaving out of a discussion for how “playing 
by the rules” can also hold value in conversations about ways that women in the music industry 
are creating their own understandings of ruptures for framing empowerment. Swift’s refusal to 
break from her good-girl ways shows how she has enacted a level of agency and control in the 
public, and assumed private, image she and her team have created.  
In their essay “A Bit Much: Spectacle as Discursive Resistance,” Shugart and Waggoner 
analyze Macy Gray and Gwen Stefani as examples of contemporary popular musicians who 
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engage in “transgressive ‘spectacular’” female performances. Gray and Stefani are described in 
terms of their “unique aesthetic” when it comes to style and performance choices (68). Unlike 
the spectacle of “Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera, and Beyoncé,” Wagoner and Shugart see 
Stefani and Gray as not producing “spectacle for its own sake, [but that] the performances of 
these women are distinguished by a particular configuration of qualities—namely, parodic excess 
and juxtaposition—that foster a distinctively ironic and critical apprehension of their 
performances” (69). According to Shugart and Waggoner, Gray and Stefani represent a 
resistance to the spectacles that reinscribe dominant gendered discourses and sensibilities and, 
instead, appropriate “constraining conventions of spectacle” that mark “margins of resistance” 
(65). Shugart and Waggoner see resistance in Gray and Stefani’s “spectacular irony” that gets 
described as “cartoonish or bizarre,” finding markers of resistance in their wardrobe choices and 
song lyrics (69). If “excess” in the form of lyrics and performances covering topics of 
committing murder, explicitly describing sexual acts, and near-nothing clothing choices are 
viewed as boundary pushing, then Swift’s lyrics and performance of normativity are not the 
middle ground for female music artist, but a drastic lack in excess that can also express a level of 
agency (Shugart and Waggoner 70-1). Swift has stated that she is conscious of her role model 
status and that being in the public eye she feels a responsibility to convey an image of herself she 
is proud of. To make this kind of deliberate connection between herself and her fans points to a 
resistive quality in crafting her own public representation, even if that representation is 
normative. When Shugart and Waggoner mention “Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera, and 
Beyoncé,” they are referring to explicitly sexualized performances, usually with revealing 
clothing and “sexy” dancing (69). To consider the performances of female artists as spectacle 
already places them in conversations about exaggerated performances, which can also be seen as 
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trying too hard. What Shugart and Waggoner leave out of their analysis is a look at normative 
performances and how the performance of normativity can serve an agentic function.  
As a young white girl, Swift is performing the type of normativity and femininity that is 
deemed “appropriate” or ideal. However, in a music industry that often serves as the model for 
“sex sells,” Swift has presented and performed in a way that counteracts those expectations. 
Swift has also maintained the same “good girl” image from sixteen to twenty-four, a quality that 
doesn’t follow the “good girl gone bad” reputation of artists like Britney Spears, Rihanna, and 
Miley Cyrus. By maintaining her image as the ideal model of girlhood, Swift’s commitment to 
normativity has been a key factor in her continued popularity. 
Swift’s performance of traditional femininity, by which I mean upholding ideas that 
women are to be passive, sweet, and nonsexual, is unique when compared to conversations about 
female artists, like Stefani and Gray, who are applauded for being different. While Swift’s 
normativity doesn’t fit the model for Shugart and Waggoner’s preferred resistance of female 
music artists, Swift’s performance shows how she has deliberately crafted an image of herself 
that is believable to her audience. Lila Abu-Lughod argues that “resistance is…a growing 
disaffection with previous ways we have understood power” and that “we should use resistance 
as a diagnostic of power” (41-2). Following the Foucauldian assertion that “where there is 
power, there is resistance,” Abu-Lughod believes that we should look at moments of resistance 
and use them to examine “forms of power and how people are caught up in them” (42). While 
Swift’s performance of normativity might not be overtly resistant to cultural gender expectations, 
her conscious efforts to appeal to traditional values shows a level of agency in her performance 
of identity.  
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When applying this to Swift’s normative gender performance, Swift is very obviously 
caught up within multiple systems of power and she is performing her normativity within them. 
In an industry that applauds “breaking the rules,” Swift is wildly successful for following them. 
Swift’s performance of normativity is also at times very deliberate, comparing herself to other 
artists and expressing her awareness that she is a public figure who serves as a role model to 
young girls (Perle). By romanticizing the resistance of those seen as nonconforming, we 
overlook how acts of normativity, ways that women are succeeding and creating waves by not 
overtly disrupting norms, are also important sites for understanding how a public figure like 
Swift becomes framed as a model for female empowerment. 
Too often we look towards examples of overt “resistance” as markers of who is “getting 
it right” instead of finding ways to critically examine how individuals are involved in their own 
subject formation and identity awareness, as well as finding personal ways to exercise agency in 
their performance of self. Swift has made no attempt to hide her awareness that she is viewed as 
a role model to young girls, so performing a very traditional, ideal image of innocent girlhood 
shows a level of agency in negotiating her place in popular culture amongst the “common” 
portrayals of female pop stars who are marked as explicitly rebelling (Blagg; Rosen; Sales 122). 
When the female “rebels” of pop culture are heralded as those who will help change gendered 
expectations for future women, a message is sent that Swift is doing some wrong or she is 
undeserving of her successes because she conforms to normative gender expectations. Instead of 
congratulating her for her accomplishments, Swift is scorned as setting women back. It is this 
type of shaming that stunts critical examinations into how women who don’t make waves are 
still examples of ways women are involved in crafting their lives and succeeding in a world that 
hasn’t always made room for that.  
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CONCLUSION: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF TAYLOR SWIFT 
When I first started considering a project on Taylor Swift, I couldn’t figure out why I 
found her so interesting. Like many who had theorized about female pop stars before me, I 
assumed significant gender analyses could be found in analyzing artists like Madonna, whose 
work has “consistently contested and transgressed sexual, social, and political boundaries,” or 
Joni Mitchell, whose lyrics are said to provide a narrative towards understanding and liberating 
“the erotic in young [women]” (Lindner 36; Papayanis 654-5). What I consistently found in my 
readings was a praising of narrative voice and individual expression, but those who were praised 
were also those who were seen as dramatically pushing back in 
resistance to norms. Taylor Swift is described as authentic, “true 
to herself,” and expressive through lyrics that she writes herself. 
She is pretty, white, from a privileged background, and doesn’t 
appear to have dealt with much hardship outside of public break-
ups and the occasional bad reviews. So why is Taylor Swift’s 
position as a county/pop superstar so significant and why is she 
called a feminist’s nightmare? 
Despite the overwhelming number of female pop stars who 
are famous for being resistant to norms, Swift is successful 
because she is nonresistant, and it’s a believable compliance. 
Positioning Swift as in-opposition-to the successful women who 
are “doing feminism right” only creates a very narrow understanding of feminism and who is 
“allowed” to be considered a feminist. Swift’s innocence, “normalcy,” and unspoken whiteness 
are the markers of her success, but they don’t necessarily make her anti-feminist or someone who 
Figure 13. Taylor Swift Diet 
Coke Can. Digital image. 
Adweek.com. By Gabriel 
Beltrone. N.p., 26 Sept. 2013. 
Web. 05 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.adweek.com/adf
reak/diet-cokes-taylor-swift-
can-sleek-and-skinny-and-
you-could-be-too-152730>. 
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should be feared like a nightmare. She has built a multi-million-dollar career out of writing about 
adolescent-style heartbreak, being the likeable face attached to brands like Keds, American 
Greeting, and Diet Coke, and constantly maintaining her ever-present innocent girlhood image 
(Blagg; Clover 27; Sales 122). She hasn’t been to rehab, cussed on live TV, exposed her breast 
during a performance, or used cheeky lyrics to “secretly” reference her vagina. In a culture that 
shames women for their “mistakes,” Swift has maintained a comparably uneventful storyline. 
Swift might be normative, but her success proves that her normativity is appealing to a large 
audience. Swift has managed to win groundbreaking awards for a young female artist during a 
time when artists like Beyoncé, Rihanna, and Katy Perry are also topping the charts. For Swift, 
“dressing her age” and being knowledgeable of her constant spotlight keeps her career in motion 
(Gicas; Rosen; Sales 122). By labeling Swift as a feminist’s nightmare, writers like Riese are 
sending a message that what Taylor Swift is doing, her performance of femininity, self, and 
agency, is incorrect or reductive to a feminist’s agenda, a position I strongly disagree with.  
Swift’s significance as a public figure, as well as someone who is framed as a model for 
female empowerment, is unavoidable. There are few women in the history of music who have 
had the type of commercial success that Swift has achieved. The devotion her fans have to her 
and her continual popularity make her an artist worthy of examination. At the age of twenty-four, 
Taylor Swift has built an entire brand on being the perfect symbol of all-American, good-girl 
innocence who is simultaneously in need of saving and represents the ideal role model of 
girlhood.  With so much focus on female artists who overtly resist norms, Swift’s girlhood 
innocence and effortless performance of markers of normativity have made an influential impact 
on music and popular culture worldwide. With this type of popularity, Swift’s spot as the 
country/pop princess will continue to serve as a valuable site for understanding the complicated 
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relationships between femininity, resistance, and popular culture, and how understandings of 
feminism are being reformulated over time.  
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